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Description

The invention relates to a device for displaying television pictures by means of a colour picture tube whose neck accommodates an electron gun system for emitting to a display screen three electron beams, via a central beam which coincides at least substantially with the axis of the picture tube and two outer beams located on either side thereof and including a deflection unit which is secured coaxially around the picture tube, which deflection unit comprises a system of line deflection coils which when energized deflects the electron beam in a first direction and a system of field deflection coils which when energized deflects the electron beam in a direction at right angles to the first direction, said system of field deflection coils comprising two field deflection coils located diametrically with respect to each other, each field deflection coil comprising a plurality of conductors extending in the longitudinal direction of the deflection unit.

In colour picture tubes of the in-line type the electron gun system is adapted to generate three coplanar electron beams which converge on the display screen. The deflection unit placed around the picture tube for deflecting the electron beams is used to deflect the electron beams in one or in the other direction of their normal non-deflected straight path so that the beams impinge upon selected dots of the display screen to provide visual indications thereon. By varying the magnetic deflection fields in a suitable manner, the electron beams can be moved upwards or downwards and to the left or to the right across the (vertically placed) display screen. By simultaneously varying the intensity of the beams a visual presentation of information or an image can be formed on the display screen. The deflection unit secured around the neck portion of the picture tube comprises two systems of deflection coils to enable the electron beams to be deflected in two directions at right angles with respect to each other. Each system comprises two coils placed on sides facing each other of the neck of the tube, the systems being displaced with respect to each other around the neck of the tube over an angle of 90°. Upon energizing the two systems of deflection coils produce orthogonal deflection fields.

The fields are essentially at right angles to the path of the non-deflected electron beams. A cylindrical core of a magnetizable material, which may tightly enclose the systems of deflection coils if they are both of the saddle-type, is generally used to concentrate the deflection fields and to increase the flux density in the deflection region.

Field deflection coils of the saddle-type are self-supporting coils comprising a plurality of conductors which are wound to form longitudinal first and second side packets, an arc-shaped first end segment and an arc-shaped second end segment together defining a window aperture. In such coils the rear end segments (on the side of the gun) may be flared with respect to the profile of the picture tube (the original type of saddle coil) or they may be arranged flat against the tube wall (in this type of saddle coil the rear end segment follows, as it were, the tube profile). Alternatively, the field deflection coils may be of the type which is toroidally wound on an annular core.

After mounting a deflection unit provided with field deflection coils and line deflection coils on the picture tube for which it is intended, a convergence error is often found to occur during operation, which error becomes manifest as an error at the ends of the picture axis. This error is referred to as a picture balance error when the raster written by the one outer beam is larger in the vertical direction than the raster written by the other outer beam. This error is referred to as picture twist error when the raster written by the one outer beam lies above (or below) the raster written by the other outer beam.

It is an object of the invention to provide means with which, over their own guide face, a picture a radius, and more particularly picture balance errors can be corrected.

According to the invention this object is realized in that a display device of the type described in the opening paragraph comprises a system of deflection coils which is provided at the beam entrance side of the deflection field generated thereby with two first plate-shaped elements of a soft magnetic material placed at a distance from each other in the circumferential direction of the neck of the tube, which elements are movable in the circumferential direction of the neck of the tube and each has a neutral position in which the centre of the respective first element is equidistant from the outer beams, whilst the first elements are aligned parallel to the tube axis and are situated closer to the neck of the tube than the field deflection coils.

When the above-described soft-magnetic elements present in the vertical deflection field are displaced from their neutral position in opposite directions, i.e. one element clockwise and the other counterclockwise along the circumference, they will be located closer to the one outer beam than to the other and will render the vertical deflection field asymmetrical. This asymmetry of the vertical deflection field is utilised within the scope of the invention to correct picture balance errors.

Since the picture balance error may be different from display device to display device, the correction which is necessary may likewise differ. Adaptation of the correction is achieved by varying the distances between the correction elements and the one and the other outer beam. According to the invention the elements are to this end disposed so as to be movable in the circumferential direction of the neck of the tube. The elements may be moveable, for example, over their own guide radius of curvature which is equal to the distance between the guide face and the tube axis.

To ensure that the picture balance correction elements generate a field coma error which is as small as possible, the elements according to a further embodiment of the invention are each movable over their own guide face which has a radius of curvature which is larger than the distance between the guide face and the tube axis.

A further embodiment of the display device according to the invention is characterized in that the
system of field deflection coils is also provided with a pair of second plate-shaped elements of a soft-magnetic material arranged at right angles to the vertical deflection field generated by the field deflection coils in an axial position which is further remote from the beam entrance side of the said vertical deflection field than the position of the first plate-shaped elements. Such elements are used to correct coma. These elements may have a rectangular basic shape, but to increase the control range of the picture balance correction elements it is particularly advantageous to form each of them by means of a central portion extending in the circumferential direction of the neck of the tube and being provided at its extremities with limbs extending parallel to the tube axis.

The invention also relates to a deflection unit for a device as described above.

The invention will be described in greater detail with reference to the drawings:

Fig. 1 diagrammatically shows a cross-section (taken on the y-z plane) of a display device comprising a cathode-ray tube and a deflection unit mounted thereon.

Fig. 2 is an elevational view of a cross-section taken on the line II-I' in Figure 1. Figures 3a, 3b and 3c diagrammatically show elevational views of corresponding cross-sections.

Fig. 4 is a perspective rear view of a system of field deflection coils according to the invention.

Fig. 5 shows a picture balance error with reference to rasters written on a display screen.

Fig. 6 shows a pair of coma correction elements 25, 25' which may be provided in the deflection unit of Figure 1.

Fig. 7 shows a pair of coma correction elements 26, 26' having a modified form.

Fig. 1 shows in a cross-section a display device comprising a cathode-ray tube 1 with an envelope 6 extending from a narrow neck portion 2 in which an electron gun system 3 is mounted to a wide cup-shaped portion 4 which is provided with a display screen 5. A deflection unit 7 is mounted on the tube at the transition between the narrow and the wide portion. This deflection unit 7 has a support 8 of an insulating material with a front end 9 and a rear end 10. Between these ends 9 and 10 there are provided on the inside of the support 8 a system of line deflection coils 11, 11' for generating a (horizontal) deflection field for the horizontal deflection of electron beams produced by the electron gun system 3, and a system of field deflection coils 12, 12' on the outside of the support 8 for generating a (vertical) deflection field for the vertical deflection of electron beams produced by the electron gun system 3. The systems of deflection coils 11, 11' and 12, 12' are surrounded by an annular core 14 of a magnetizable material. The separate coils 12, 12' of the system of field deflection coils as well as the coils 11, 11' of the system of line deflection coils are of the saddle-type with rear end segments arranged flat against the tube wall.

Fig. 4 is a perspective view of the system of field deflection coils 12, 12' of Figure 1, viewed from the gun side. Coil 12 consists of a first side packet 16 and a second side packet 18, and a rear end segment 19 and a front end segment 20 together defining a window 17. Compared with the front end segments 20, the rear end segments 19 is arranged flat against the tube wall. Coil 12' is constructed in the same manner as coil 12. Coil 12' has a rear end segment 21 arranged flat against the tube wall. The system of field deflection coils 12, 12' has plate-shaped elements 15, 15' of a soft-magnetic material positioned parallel to and closer to the tube axis 2 than the field deflection coils 12, 12'. The elements 15, 15' are arranged in such a way that on the side with the narrower diameter they are located opposite to the packets of current conductors 16, 18 and 16', 18' of the coils 12, 12' on the inside thereof. This means that each of them faces a current-conductor packet of coil 12 and a current-conductor packet of coil 12'.

The elements 15, 15' are movable in the circumferential direction of the tube neck by using "grips" 22 and 22'. Figures 3a, 3b and 3c diagrammatically show what can be achieved by this. In the situation of Figure 3b the elements 15, 15' are in their neutral position (central position). The vertical deflection field denoted by arrows is then symmetrical. When correcting picture balance errors the elements 15, 15' are moved in such a way that the distance between their centre and the one outer beam becomes smaller (beam B in Figure 3a; beam R in Figure 3c) and larger with respect to the other outer beam. The vertical deflection field denoted by the arrows will then be asymmetrical. The asymmetry is the effect of the addition of a 90° Q-pole component to the vertical deflection field. The (symmetrical) change in the variation of the flux lines is the effect of the addition of a positive field sixpole component. Picture balance errors can be corrected by setting the positions of the elements 15, 15'. An example of a picture balance error to be corrected in accordance with the invention is shown in Figure 5. The raster 27 (for example, the red raster) written by the one outer beam on the display screen and measured at the ends of the vertical axis is larger than the raster 28 (in this case the blue raster) written on the display screen by the other outer beam.

Reverting to Figure 2 it can clearly be seen that the picture balance correction elements 15, 15' are movable over guide faces 23, 24 which have a radius of curvature (for example, 29 mm) which is larger than their distance to the tube axis z (for example, 18.5 mm). This has been done to minimise the generation of field coma errors by the elements 15, 15'.

When used in a deflection unit for a picture tube with a 51-cm screen diagonal the elements made of, for example, an Si-Fe alloy had a length of 29 mm, a width of 10 mm and a thickness of 0.35 mm.

Movable picture balance correction elements 15, 15' can be provided in a particularly simple manner in the deflection unit of the type shown in Figure 1. Since the line deflection coils 11, 11' of the deflection unit 7 shown extend less far in the direction of the gun system 3 than the field deflection coils 12, 12',
the elements 15, 15' may be positioned behind the line deflection coils 11, 11'.

The field deflection coils 12, 12' shown in Figure 1 are of the (saddle) type with rear end segments arranged flat against the tube wall.

The correction elements 15, 15' extend in this case preferably partly under and partly beside these flatly arranged end segments. See Figure 4. The invention is, however, not limited to the use of field deflection coils of the saddle type with flatly arranged end segments. Alternatively the use of field deflection coils of the saddle type with flared end segments or of field deflection coils of the type toroidally wound on an annular core is possible. For toroidally wound field deflection coils, mostly in combination with a saddle-shaped line deflection coil, the correction elements are actually not positioned under the field deflection coil windings but behind them. Since the toroidal vertical field is long, the magnetic field can be influenced as required. For asymmetrical influence of the vertical deflection field by the correction elements this makes no difference.

It is to be noted that the inventive picture balance correction elements are not to be confused with the coma correction elements and astigmatic correction elements (so-called field shapers) which have been known since 1978 and which consist of bent plates of a soft-magnetic material positioned between the system of field deflection coils and the system of line deflection coils. (see Philips Technical Review 39, pages 154-171, 1980, no. 6/7). The picture balance correction elements according to the invention may be readily used in combination with these other correction elements. For example, with coma correction elements 25, 25' as shown in Figure 6 which may be provided between the line deflection coils 11, 11' and the field deflection coils 12, 12' in recesses in the outer side of the support 9 in a position which is further remote from the beam entrance side of the deflection field generated by the field deflection coils 12, 12' than the position of the picture balance correction elements. In this case the correction elements 25, 25' are provided in such a way that element 25 is added to field deflection coil 12 and element 25' is added to field deflection coil 12'. Figure 6 shows bent elements 25, 25' having a rectangular basic shape. A characteristic dimension in the z direction is, for example, 20 mm for use in a 110" picture tube with a display screen having a 26" diagonal. The elements 25, 25' may each consist of one piece. To minimise a possible influence on the line deflection field, they may alternatively consist of two parts as is shown by broken lines in Fig. 6.

Instead of a rectangular basic shape the coma correction elements may have a modified shape which is suitable for obtaining a larger control range of the picture balance correction elements 15, 15'.

The elements 26, 26' shown in Figure 7 have a shape suitable for this purpose. This shape is characterized by a central portion extending in the circumferential direction of the neck of the tube, whilst the extremities of this portion have limbs extending parallel to the tube axis x.

Correction elements of the type shown in Fig. 7 cannot only be used advantageously in combination with the picture balance correction elements of the type shown in Fig. 4 (elements 15 and 15'), but also in combination with two U-shaped correction elements each comprising on their outer side a longitudinal wire bundle (for example, the wire bundle 16") of the one field deflection coil and a longitudinal wire bundle (for example, the wire bundle 16') of the other field deflection coil. (See United States Patent no. 4,524,340).

Claims

1. A device for displaying television pictures by means of a colour picture tube (1) whose neck (2) accommodates an electron gun system (3) for emitting to a display screen (5) three electron beams, a central beam (G) which coincides at least substantially with the axis of the picture tube and two outer beams (B, R) located on either side thereof, and including a deflection unit (7) which is secured coaxially around the picture tube, which deflection unit comprises a system of line deflection coils (11, 11') which when energized deflects the electron beam in a first direction, and a system of field deflection coils (12, 12') which when energized deflects the electron beam in a direction at right angles to the first direction, said system of field deflection coils (12, 12') comprising two field deflection coils located diametrically with respect to each other, each field deflection coil comprising a plurality of conductors (16, 18, 16', 18') extending in the longitudinal direction of the deflection unit, characterized in that the system of field deflection coils (12, 12') is provided, at the beam entrance side of the deflection field generated thereby, with a pair of first plate-shaped elements (15, 15') of a soft-magnetic material placed at a distance from each other in the circumferential direction of the neck of the tube, which elements are movable in the circumferential direction of the neck of the tube and each has a neutral position in which the centre of the respective first element (15, 15') is equidistant from the outer beams (B, R), whilst the first elements (15, 15') are aligned parallel to the tube axis and are situated closer to the neck (2) of the tube than the field deflection coils (12, 12').

2.1 A display device as claimed in Claim 1, characterized in that the respective distances between the centres of the two elements (15, 15') and the one outer beam are larger than the corresponding distances to the other outer beam.

2.2 A display device as claimed in Claim 2, characterized in that each element (15, 15') is movable over its own guide face (23, 24) which has a radius of curvature which is larger than the distance between the guide face and the tube axis.

3. A display device as claimed in Claim 1, 2 or 3, characterized in that the system of field deflection coils (12, 12') is also provided with a pair of second plate-shaped elements (25, 25') of a soft-magnetic material arranged at right angles to the vertical deflection field generated by the field deflection coils in an axial position which is further remote from the beam entrance side of the said vertical deflection field.
field than the position of the first plate-shaped
elements (15, 15').
5. A display device as claimed in Claim 4, charac-
terized in that each second plate-shaped element
(25, 25') is formed by a central portion extending in
the circumferential direction of the neck of the tube
and being provided at its extremities with limbs (26, 26')
estending parallel to the tube axis.
6. A deflection unit for a display device as
claimed in any one of Claims 1 - 5.
Patentansprüche
1. Anordnung zum Wiedergeben von Fernsehbild-
ern mit Hilfe einer Farbbildröhre (1), in deren Hals
(2) ein Elektronenstrahlerzeugungssystem (3) zum
Aussenden von drei Elektronenstrahlen nach einem
Wiedergabeschirm (5) angeordnet ist, wobei der Zentralstrahl (G) wenigstens hauptsächlich mit der
Achse der Bildröhre zusammenfällt und zwei äußere
Strahlen (B, R) an beiden Seiten dieses Zentral-
strahls angeordnet sind, und wobei diese Anord-
nung eine Ablenkinheit (7) enthält, die koaxial zur
Bildröhre befestigt ist, welche Ablenkinheit ein System von Horizontalablenkspulen (11, 11') die beim
Anregen den Elektronenstrahl in einer ersten Rich-
tung ablenken, und ein System von Vertikalablenk-
spulen (12, 12'), die beim Anregen den Elektro-
nenstrahl in einer Richtung senkrecht zur ersten
Richtung ablenken enthält, wobei das genannte Sy-
ystem der Vertikalablenkspulen (12, 12') zwei Verti-
kalablenkspulen enthält die diametral gegeneinan-
der angeordnet sind, wobei jede Vertikalablenkspule
eine Anzahl von Leitern (16, 16'; 16', 18') enthält, die
sich in der Längsrichtung der Ablenkinheit er-
strecken, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß das Sy-
ystem der Vertikalablenkspulen (12, 12') an der
Strahleintrittsseite des dadurch erzeugten Ablen-
kfeldes mit einem Paar erster plattenförmiger Ele-
mente (15, 15') aus einem weichmagnetischen Material
versehen ist, das senkrecht zu dem von den Vertikal-
ablenkspulen erzeugten Vertikalablenkfeld in einer
axialen Position die weiter von der Strahleintrittsseite
des genannten Vertikalablenkfeldes entfernt ist
als die Position der ersten plattenförmigen Elemente
(15, 15') angeordnet ist.
5. Wiedergabeanordnung nach Anspruch 4, da-
durch gekennzeichnet, daß jedes zweite plattenför-
mige Element (25, 25') durch einen zentralen Teil ge-
bildet wird, der sich in der Umfangsrichtung des
Röhrenhalses erstreckt und an seinen Enden mit par-
allel zur Röhrenachse verlaufenden Schenkeln
(26, 26') versehen ist.
6. Ablenkinheit für eine Wiedergaberröhre nach
einem oder mehreren der Ansprüche 1 bis 5.
Revendications
1. Dispositif pour la reproduction d’images de télé-
vision à l’aide d’un tube image couleur (1) dont le col
(2) contient un système de canons électroniques (3)
pour émettre vers un écran image (5) trois fais-
ceaux d’électrons, un faisceau central (G) qui coïnci-
de au moins pratiquement avec l’axe du tube image
et deux faisceaux extérieurs (B, R) situés aux deux
côtés de ce dernier et comprenant une unité de dé-
viation (7) qui est fixée de façon coaxiale autour du
tube image, unité de déviation qui comporte un sys-
tème de bobines de déviation de ligne (11, 11') qui,
excitée, assure la déviation du faisceau d’électrons
dans une première direction et un système de bobi-
nes de déviation de trame qui, excitée, assure la dé-
viation du faisceau d’électrons dans une direction
perpendiculaire à la première direction, ledit systè-
me de bobines de déviation de trame (12, 12') com-
portant deux bobines de déviation de trame situées
de façon diamétralement opposée l’une par rapport
d’une autre, chaque bobine de déviation de trame com-
portant une pluralité de conducteurs (16, 16'; 16', 18')
e’étendant dans la direction longitudinale de l’unité
de déviation, caractérisé en ce que le système de
bobines de déviation de trame (12, 12') est muni, du
côté entrée de faisceau du champ de déviation en-
gendré, d’une paire de premiers éléments en forme
de plaques (15, 15') en un matériau magnétique doux
placé à une certaine distance de l’un de l’autre dans la
direction circonférentielle du col du tube, lesquels
elements peuvent être déplacés dans la direction
circonférentielle du col du tube et chacun présente
une position neutre dans laquelle le centre du pre-
mier élément respectif (15, 15') est équidistant des
faisceaux extérieurs (B, R), cependant que les pre-
miers éléments sont alignés parallèlement à l’axe du
tube et sont situés plus près du col (12) du tube que
les bobines de déviation de trame (12, 12').
2. Dispositif d’affichage selon la revendication 1,
caractérisé en ce que les distances respectives
comprises entre les centres des éléments (15, 15') et
l’un des faisceaux extérieurs sont supérieures aux
distance correspondantes par rapport à l’autre
faisceau extérieur.
3. Dispositif d'ajustage selon la revendication 2,
caractérisé en ce que chaque élément (15, 15') peut
être déplacé sur sa propre face de guidage (23,
24), qui présente un rayon de courbure supérieur à la distance comprise entre la face de guidage et l'axe du tube.

4. Dispositif d'affichage selon la revendication 1, 2 ou 3, caractérisé en ce que le système de bobines de déviation d'image (12, 12') est également muni d'une paire de deuxième éléments en forme de plaque (25, 25') en un matériau magnétique doux disposés perpendiculairement au champ de déviation verticale engendré par les bobines de déviation de tôle dans une position axiale qui est plus éloignée par rapport au côté d'entrée de faisceau dudit champ de déviation verticale que la position des premières éléments en forme de plaque.

5. Dispositif d'affichage selon la revendication 4, caractérisé en ce que chaque deuxième élément en forme de plaque (25, 25') est formé par une partie centrale s'étendant dans la direction circonférentielle du col du tube dont les extrémités sont munies de languettes (26, 26') s'étendant parallèlement à l'axe du tube.

6. Unité de déviation pour un dispositif d'affichage selon l'une des revendications 1 à 5.